
REPAIR AND SERVICES



REPAIR AND SERVICES:

Regular maintenance is essential for elevators, escalators and moving walks to uphold safety 
and availability. 

City Lift goes beyond routine upkeep, serving as your dependable partner for repairs and 
troubleshooting. supported by our 24/7 customer service center, advanced digital technology, 
and expertise, we swiftly address issues to restore your system's functionality.



ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING 
CITY LIFT REPAIR & SERVICES

Our well-trained service technicians are able to provide manufacturer agnostic elevator repair services.

MANUFACTURER-INDEPENDENT ELEVATOR REPAIR

Due to our experience and with the help of advanced diagnostic tools, we are able to identify and replace 
defective parts quickly.

AVOID LONGER DOWNTIME

Count on our experienced repair service across india's major cities. we're flexible and ready to tackle any 
elevator malfunction, ensuring swift resolutions to keep your operations running smoothly.

ELEVATOR EMERGENCY REPAIRS - FAST ON-SITE, PAN INDIA: 

Our service technicians utilize cutting-edge diagnostic systems compatible with major elevator models. they 
undergo regular training and technology updates, benefiting from the expertise of city lift specialists and global 
partners. this unique global support network ensures swift identification and resolution of technical issues, 
facilitating prompt elevator repairs. 

ACCESS TO EXPERT ELEVATOR REPAIR TECHNICIANS: 

Our comprehensive elevator repair standards and our strong focus on safety ensures compliance with legal 
regulations and safety requirements. 

We understand the importance of mitigating preventable hazards in elevator operation to avoid legal 
complications. our rigorous certification procedures and unwavering commitment to safety regulations 
minimize liability risks and guarantee full compliance with all legal regulations, norms, and standards.

RELIABLE AND COMPLIANT: 



   

206/1, 2nd Floor, B-9, Nehru Complex, 
Pandav Nagar, Delhi - 110 092. 
Email: city.delhi@citylift.co.in

New Delhi
301 Sai Kiran Apartment,7-1-53/1, 
Dharam Karan Road, Ameerpet,Hyderabad-16
Email: city.hyderabad@citylift.co.in
 

Hyderabad

 

857, SBI Colony, Tadoba Road,
Tukum, Chandrapur - 442 401.
Tel. : +91 71722 55858

Power Project Division

11th Floor, Ackruti Star, MIDC Central Rd, Chakala Industrial Area (MIDC), Andheri East, Mumbai - 400 093. 
Tel. No. : 022 69020000 – 100  |  Email : city@citylift.co.in  | W : www.citylift.co.in

City Lift (India) Ltd.

   Chennai
4/5  2nd Floor, Muthiyal Reddy Nagar,
Inner Ring Road, Adambakkam, 
Chennai - 600 088.
Tel. : +91 44 2260 0119
Email Id.: city.chennai@cityelevators.in


